Tips for Teachers

Waves Intro

Water Screen
Make waves with a dripping faucet. Adjust frequency and amplitude, and observe the effects.

GENERATE
continuous wave
or pulse
VIEW wave from
the top or side

ADJUST
frequency and
amplitude
MEASURE
wavelength or
speed

ACCESS sim
features (sound
on/off, keyboard
shortcuts)

Sound Screen
Use a speaker to create a sound wave. Observe the sound wave as particles, waves, or both.
OBSERVE the
distance and time
scale

COMPARE
amplitude and
phase
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HEAR the sound
generated by the
speaker
SEE particle or
wave view of
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Light Screen
Experiment with a laser and discover what determines the color of light.
EXPERIMENT
with the color of
light
HEAR the
changes to the
light frequency
and amplitude

GRAPH the
electric eld at
the mid-line

OBSERVE the
apparent color on
the screen

PAUSE and
STEP through
frame-by-frame

Model Simpli cations
• The color of the wave maps to its amplitude (fully saturated color = peak at max amplitude; fully
saturated black = trough at max amplitude). The color-mapping is piecewise de ned. Amplitudes
greater than zero linearly map to color values of 40%-100%, while amplitudes less than zero linearly
map to color values of 0%-40%. This was done to improve the appearance of the nodes in the Wave
Interference sim, while maintaining balance between the apparent widths of the maxima and minima,
• Before the laser is turned on, the wave viewing window is black, suggesting that the light propagates
into vacuum. However, when the laser is running, black represents a trough.
• Due to the different time scales across the water, sound, and light screens, the next frame button will
advance time by a different amount in each screen.
• The boundaries of the wave viewing window are absorbing, but there are still some artifacts due to
internal re ections. This can result in some noise in the Screen.
• The particle view of sound can only support one frequency at a time. Changing the frequency will lead
to temporary misalignment between the particles and the wavefronts at the previous frequency.

Suggestions for Use
Sample Challenge Prompts
• Compare water, sound, and light waves. What similarities and differences do you notice?
• How does changing the frequency and amplitude affect the characteristics of the wave? How are the
water droplet and speaker affected?
• Design an experiment to measure the speed of the wave. How does your measurement compare to
the accepted value of the speed of sound or light? How can you explain the discrepancies between
your calculated value and the accepted value?

Inclusive Features
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Sound and Soni cation
• The Wave Meter tool, available on all screens of the simulation to track wave properties over time,
plays an instrumental note that changes in change in pitch. It changes from a high pitch as the wave
reaches its peak to a low pitch as it reaches a valley. You’ll also hear a decrease in volume as the
amplitude of the wave decreases. The second sensor behaves the same, but with a slightly different
instrumental voice.
• Water Screen: A sound plays as the water droplet hits the surface that changes in pitch as the size of
the droplet changes with the change in Amplitude slider. A change in frequency can also be tracked
while listening to the droplet.
• Sound Screen: Turning on the speaker plays a tone that oscillates in volume emphasized the peak of
the wave and changes in pitch with a change in frequency. The changes can be further emphasized by
enabling the "Play Tone" checkbox.
• Light Screen: The amplitude and frequency effects can be emphasized by enabling the "Sound Effect"
checkbox, changing the volume with the amplitude of the light wave and pitch with the frequency (or
color) of the light wave.
• See the Sound Features Video for more useful tips on how concepts and sound are integrated in this
sim. For additional details on all sounds used in this simulation, see the published Sound Design
Documentation.
See the simulation page for all supported inclusive features.
See all published activities for Wave Intro here.
For more tips on using PhET sims with your students, see Tips for Using PhET.
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